Tromp's construction of a waitfree atomic register for one writing process and one reading process is presented, and proved by means of ghost variables and invariants. Preservation of the invariants is proved mechanically. This approach can be compared with the original proof based on the partial order on the set of accesses of shared variables.
Diachrony versus synchrony
In the eld of distributed algorithms, correctness is often proved by means of operational arguments in terms of executions, i.e., sequences of accesses of shared variables. These accesses are assumed to take time. They are partially ordered by a relation ! (precedes) such that a ! b means that access a is completed before access b starts, cf. Lam86 ].
An alternative approach, cf. OwG76], concentrates on the properties of the states that may occur in the computations. Here ghost variables (also called history variables) are used to record relevant parts of the history in the state. The analysis then proceeds with invariants, and possibly variant functions.
The di erences between the two approaches are described best by calling the rst approach diachronous, and the second one synchronous. Coming from the synchronous school myself, I nd it very hard to read (let alone understand) a diachronous argument. Yet it seems clear that the two schools can learn from each other.
To enable comparison I give here a synchronous treatment of an algorithm that comes with a diachronic proof, cf. Tro89].
Constructing a handshake register
A handshake register is a data structure shared by two concurrent processes, called Writer and Reader, such that Writer writes a value into the data structure and that Reader reads it. It must be guaranteed that any value read by Reader was at some time during the read action a recently written value (recentness), and that the results of subsequent read actions must occur in the same order as they were written (sequentiality). Finally, the handshake register must be waitfree, i.e., each of the processes Writer and Reader must be able to complete its action in a bounded number of steps, independently of the activities of the other process, cf. Her91].
Example. Assume that Writer writes the subsequent values x0 and x1 with x0 6 = x1, and that Reader reads the subsequent values y0 and y1. Moreover, let both read actions start after completion of the rst write action and are completed during the second write action. Then recentness implies that y0 and y1 are elements of the set fx0; x1g. Sequentiality excludes the possibility y0 = x1^y1 = x0. The remaining three cases are allowed. 2
We describe a construction of a handshake register of a given type Item, based on four safe registers of the type Item together with four boolean atomic registers. Here, a register is said to be safe i it guarantees that Reader reads the value most recently written, provided Writer has completed its write action before Reader started reading.
Tromp has proved that under certain assumptions on the shape of the algorithm, four safe registers are necessary for the construction of a handshake register. It is easy to argue that three are needed. Indeed, one register is used by Writer to write a new value, one register is needed to hold the value written most recently, and one register can be kept by the reading Reader. Since the handshake register must be waitfree, these roles cannot be combined.
Our construction is almost identical to Tromp's construction, cf. Tro89] (we found the algorithm more or less independently). So we use four safe registers, organized as a 2 2 array. The rst boolean index is modi ed whenever Reader catches up with Writer. The second boolean index is modi ed whenever Writer completes a write action.
In general, waitfreedom does not imply e ciency, but this algorithm is also e cient. Its time complexity is almost the same as the time complexity of the constituent safe registers. As for applicability, the algorithm seems to be ideally suited, e.g., for a real-time system that has to react to a stream of measurement data.
We used the theorem prover NQTHM of Boyer and Moore, cf. BoM88], to verify that the invariants claimed are invariant. The events le of this proof can be obtained as Hes@]. In a complete mechanical proof of the algorithm, the next stage would be to form the global invariant of the system and then to prove that this invariant is preserved in every execution sequence. Thus, in our set-up, the diachronous argument is rather trivial and comes on top of the synchronous analysis.
It seems to us that it would be harder to construct a proof for a theorem prover based on the diachronic approach. One should keep in mind, however, that a mechanical proof never solves the question how informal requirements are formalized in proof obligations. For instance, below, we introduce ghost variables to formalize assertions like recentness and sequentiality of the registers. If one uses the diachronous de nitions, the diachronous stage of our mechanical proof would be longer. One could even choose to eliminate the ghost variables, i.e., prove that the assertions made remain valid for the algorithm obtained by removing the ghost variables.
Of course, it would be even easier to verify the correctness of the algorithm by means of a model checker. Such a veri cation, however, would not have uncovered the beautiful invariant (Lq0), obtained below. It is well known that private computations or modi cations of private variables may be combined atomically with actions on shared variables. We have done so in the instructions 1 and 0 of Writer and 3 of Reader. Moreover, since Reader does not modify array C, we allow Writer to read the shared variable C:a together with access to other shared variables.
In Tromp's version, Writer has a private copy of array C, and there is an optimization that sometimes avoids execution of Writer's instruction 2. Moreover, Tromp avoids to assign to a shared boolean variable its current value. We use numbered instructions, instruction pointers, and gotos in order to be very precise about the atomicity of the instructions and about the program locations.
The proof of the algorithm
It is clear that, if it is correct, the algorithm is waitfree and very e cient. In fact, the entire task of writing or reading one value is performed in four instructions without waiting.
Since array Y consists of registers that are only supposed to be safe, we have the proof obligation that reading and writing at Y does not interfere. This is formalised in the predicate Here t is the number of the value written most recently, U is the number of the latest write action completed, u is the number of the latest write action completed before the current read action, S:i:j is the number of the value in Y:i:j, and s is the number of the value that has been read most recently.
To justify or formalize this informal description, we extend the programs Writer and Reader with actions on the ghost variables in the following way (note that actions on ghost variables may be combined atomically with other actions). Indeed, (Kq0) and (Kq1) express that the value y read at r = 3 is not older than the latest write action before the current read action, and also not older than the value that has been read most recently.
We shall prove that these predicates are invariants of the system. Note that B is still the only shared variable written by Reader.
In order to preserve the predicates (Kq0) and (Kq1) when Reader executes the instruction at r = 2, we postulate the additional invariants It was at this point in our originally handwritten proof that we felt the need for mechanical support. Array assignments are tricky if predicates contain arrays subscripted by elements of arrays.
It is easy to see that (Kq4) and (Kq5) are invariants. Preservation of (Kq6) at q = 2 and q = 3 follows from (Kq5) and (Kq9) U t ; (Kq10) q = 3 ) t = S:a:(C:a) . Preservation of (Kq7) at q = 3 follows from (Kq4) and (Kq10). Preservation of (Kq7) at q = 2 follows from (Kq4), (Kq5), and the new postulate (Lq0) (B = b^b = A) _ (A = a^a = : B) .
Preservation of (Lq0) is proved by means of the following beautiful argument. Consider the four equations B = b, b = A, A = a, a = : B. Among these four equations, the number of invalid ones is always odd. In the algorithm the equations are only touched by the assignments B := b, b := A, A := a, a := : B, each of which can invalidate at most one of these equations. Since the number of invalid ones is initially one, it remains one. Predicate (Lq0) is an invariant since it is equivalent to the assertion that precisely one of the equations is invalid. The theorem prover, of course, uses a straightforward case distinction to prove the invariance of (Lq0).
Predicate (Kq8) is preserved because of (Jq0) at q = 1, and (Kq4) and (Kq5) at q = 2. Preservation of (Kq9) is immediate. Preservation of (Kq10) follows from (Kq5), used at q = 2.
Note that we invent the invariants only as the need arises, for the speci cation or to prove preservation of other invariants. We prefer the invariants to be as weak as possible. For, if the invariants are too strong, they cannot be imposed initially.
The construction of the mechanical proof only took some eight hours. This was partially due to the fact that we could start from an NQTHM theory for distributed processes with shared memory and array assignments, cf. Hes98]. Also, we did not go beyond preservation of invariants.
Concluding remarks
We have given a synchronous proof of a variation of Tromp's construction of a waitfree atomic register for one writer and one reader. To us, our proof seems to be more perspicuous, but we leave the judgement to the unprejudiced reader.
Tromp's paper Tro89] proceeds by replacing the atomic boolean variables by safe boolean variables. To prove this variation by means of invariants is an easy exercise that yields no new insights.
